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AN ACT
AMENDING REPUBLIC ACT NO. 7719, AN ACT PROMOTING VOLUNTARY BLOOD 

DONATION, PROVIDING FOR AN ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF SAFE BLOOD, 
REGULATING BLOOD BANKS, AND PROVIDING PENALTIES FOR VIOLATION 

THEREOF, OTHERWISE KNOWN AS THE NATIONAL BLOOD SERVICES ACT OF
1994, AND FOR OTHER PURPOSES.

EXPLANATORY NOTE

Blood donation is a vocation, not a business. The motivation to donate blood 
must be to save life, not to gain profit. According to the World Health Organization 
(WHO), blood transfusions are needed not only in areas o f disasters and armed 
conflicts, but also in peaceful communities, where illnesses and accidents can land 
people in hospital rooms. Based on W HO data, an average of 112.5 million blood 
donations are conducted worldwide annually, but collection and supply are not the only 
problems in blood donation.

In the Philippines, it is estimated that almost 3,000 blood units are transfused to 
patients in our country every day. DOH and authorized LGU and private hospital blood 
service facilities supply the blood needs o f hospitals and non-hospital-based facilities 
like renal dialysis ceinters and birthing homes, while the Philippine Red Cross (PRC) 
supplies 51% percent of the country’s national blood requirements.

However, while DOH and PRC supply blood to the patients, many private 
medical facilities charge additional "re-testing fees” to donated blood before they 
perform blood transfusion. Worse, they reject the blood from authorized blood service 
facilities. In private hospitals, the charges may even depend on the type of room in 
which one is confined. Blood transfusion becomes a transactional enterprise rather than 
a transformational event. The supposedly valiant act o f saving life is rendered illusory. 
The patient who is in dire need of blood supply due to a hemorrhagic emergency is left 
prey to the profit-making ventures of some enterprising hospitals.

Blood is essentially free. All blood comes from voluntary and unpaid donors. 
Blood service fees are charged to recover the expenses of blood service facilities in 
their 24-hour operation, including the cost o f the reagents. Since it is donated, it should 
be affordable and should not be a source o f profit. It must be readily available to 
everyone who will need it, especially the poor.

Blood saves lives. Every blood donation spells the difference between life and 
death. This bill prevents endangering the cu ltu r^ joTsh^ing  life.
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